
My Name Is Kayeon. I have a sister who is also in my year group, as well as  a 
little brother. I also love animals and have four cats and a dog. My hobbies are 
rollerblading and BMX and I am also an actor and model (I have just finished 
shooting a short film that is due to premiere soon). Overall I would say that I 
am a person who always loves to learn new things - that's why I love this school!

My favourite thing about LBTS is the amount of support our teachers give us My favourite thing about LBTS is the amount of support our teachers give us 
both in and outside of class. My favourite subject is English, which I actually used 
to hate in primary school. My English teacher is both fun and supportive, and I 
now just get it! Another one of my favourite things is the Creative Days we have 
at the end of each half-term. My favourite one so far was DT where we made   
keyrings. I actually carry it around with me every day and am proud of what I  
produced. I believe that I will be able to be a pilot and/or an editor in the 
future because this school can help me with ANYTHING! future because this school can help me with ANYTHING! 

RESPONSIBILITY is essential because if you not are responsible you won't        
succeed in daily tasks and opportunities that come your way. I have shown    
RESPONSIBILITY when I led an assembly about autism for my year group. I am  
autistic and I want to be responsible for helping out other students who have 
autism by increasing awareness. I also show responsibility in leading by example. 
On a recent school trip to the Globe Theatre we watched a show that was 3 
hours long, which is challenging for me as my autism makes it hard for me to sit 
still and concentrate sometimes. However, I used the key strategies I have been still and concentrate sometimes. However, I used the key strategies I have been 
taught and was able to see the whole performance. Overall I have to say this is 
the best school for me!
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“The time is always right 
to do what is right.” 
Martin Luther King Jr.


